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ABOUT THE CYBER LEADERSHIP PROGRAM

What is the Cyber Leadership Program?
• Using lessons from the frontlines, we have created this advanced program to help you side-

step critical mistakes, build confidence and accelerate your career to the top.

• A deeply immersive executive program, delivered over eight weeks, combining self-paced
online lectures and interactive Zoom sessions.

• GET READY - Equips you with leadership skills and confidence to develop high-value cyber
strategies, deliver complex transformations, lead through crisis, and deliver compelling
presentations to senior executives and the board — You will know you’re ready.

• ACCELERATE CHANGE - Quickly deliver positive impact by gaining immediate access to
hundreds of research-backed, editable and actionable executive guides, templates,
playbooks, and other toolkits. These enablers will save you hundreds of valuable hours to
focus on transformation and stakeholder management.

• DEEPLY ENGAGE – Join one of the world’s fastest-growing and diverse communities of
cyber leaders who actively co-create toolkits and share career opportunities. Build strategic
personal relationships with like-minded cyber leaders by joining our exclusive community
calls and in-person local events.

• GET EXPERT COACHING AND MENTORSHIP - You will learn from the brightest minds in the
cyber leadership game. Boasting a combined +70 years on the frontlines of cyber
leadership, our facilitators have been there and done it. They constantly challenge and
refine CLP methods because they are practicing CISOs, not academics.

Why the Cyber Leadership Program?
• Over the next few years, cybersecurity executive salaries will continue to rise exponentially, and

the chief information security officer (CISO) role will report directly to their CEOs, as well as have
constant visibility by boards, media and investors.

• Success in this high-pressure role has less to do with your technical skills but rather your ability to
persuade others, speak the language of the business, lead large teams and position cyber security
as a strategic business enabler.

• Organizations are clamoring for high-impact CISOs / Cyber Executives. Having trained hundreds
of cyber leaders from more than 47 countries and multiple industries, we know how difficult it is
to land a competitive CISO role — we know what it takes to become one and quickly establish
credibility.

Who is the Cyber Leadership Program for?
• An experienced cybersecurity or IT professional ready to transition from a functional into an

executive role.
• A newly appointed CISO seeking to hit the ground running and quickly gain respect from

executives and directors.
• An executive accountable for cyber risk seeking help and support to build a high-impact cyber

strategy and accelerate transformation.
• An experienced CISO struggling to gain access to the board, make an executive impact or get

budget approvals.
• A cybersecurity consultant or virtual CISO seeking deeper conversations with CISOs and wanting

to offer high-value strategy consulting services.

Register Now

https://cyberleadershipinstitute.com/clp-payment-options-15/
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FEEDBACK FROM OUR GRADUATES

CLP SPOTLIGHT CAREER ACCELATION STORY
Saira Hassan, a UK based CISO, always wanted to become a CISO.
But when opportunities came knocking, Saira found herself
struggling to close competitive CISO interviews. “One of my key
challenges was articulating how to design a robust cyber strategy
that enabled the organization to operate within its risk appetite in
a compelling way,” Saira recalls.

When Saira read a CLP post a friend shared on LinkedIn, she
researched the program and joined the next cohort. She quickly
immersed herself in the advanced program and executive toolkits.

That episode marked a turning point. CLP sharpened Saira’s strategy design and executive
communication skills. With boosted confidence and a compelling 100-day plan, Saira nailed the
next interview and landed a CISO role. We congratulate Saira on her success.

Since CLI's inception, cyber leaders from more than 47 countries have completed the
CLP. These include cyber executives from Mckinsey, Nike, HSBC, KPMG, Ernst & Young,
U.S. Air Force, Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Australian Government, World
Economic Forum, and MTN Africa.

“I want to thank you again for the incredible Cyber Leadership
Program. I find myself often going back to the playbooks and notes
that I took throughout the program. Though I have a lot more to
learn, a lifetime’s worth, I know that going through the program has
helped level-up my work and impact.”

Steve Zenone – Co-Founder White Sands LLC

“It is really an inspiring, thought-provoking course with great
collaboration from the community. I loved the weekly calls and
recommend it to anyone looking to grow their executive skills. Thanks
Darren Argyle, Phil Zongo and Jan Schreuder”

Natasha Passley – Partner, Management Consulting – Technology,
Risk and Cyber, KPMG Australia

“It was a fantastic opportunity with immeasurable benefits that both
new and seasoned CISOs can take advantage of. The uncertain ‘how to’
viewpoints I had over the years on topics such as governance and
leadership, strategies, reporting structures, resilience, visibility,
culture, and KPIs — to name a few, became clearer, more structured,
and less intimidating. I am more confident about my vCISO role and
the positive impact I can bring to my clients. A heartfelt thank you.”

Fadi Atiyeh – Senior Director Intraprise Health

Register Now

https://cyberleadershipinstitute.com/clp-payment-options-15/
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WHO YOU’LL LEARN FROM

Darren Argyle
The CLP is led by Darren Argyle, Group Chief Information Security
Risk Officer at a global bank, with more than 20 years of
leadership experience. Former CISO at Qantas Airlines and other
reputable brands, Darren has been ranked Top 100 Global CISO
and Influencer by SC Magazine. He is also an international keynote
speaker, board member and experienced mentor. He teaches
leadership, influencing, and cultural transformation.

Phil Zongo
A 2x bestselling author and international keynote speaker, Phil is
also a virtual CISO and strategic advisor for multiple iconic
clients. He has won multiple industry awards, most notably the
ISACA International’s 2017 Best Book / Article Award. He teaches
cybersecurity governance and executive communication.

Jan Schreuder
Jan is a former senior partner at PwC Australia and Switzerland,
where he built and led large cybersecurity functions. With more
than 35 years of consulting experience, Jan now works as a virtual
CISO and board advisor. Named in the IFSEC Top 25 Most
Influential Global Cybersecurity professionals in 2022. He teaches
cyber strategy transformation and crisis management.

Our team of globally acclaimed authors, CISOs, and thought leaders boast a combined more
than 70 years of cyber leadership experience. They share proven strategies to help you avoid
common mistakes and quickly build credibility with key decision-makers. They back these
strategies because they are constantly refining them in their current cyber executive / virtual
CISO roles.

HOW YOU WILL LEARN

The course will be delivered via an online e-learning platform accessible from your desktop or
mobile device, wherever you are. You’ll watch training videos, listen to recordings, and engage
in live-stream sessions, keeping your finger on the pulse throughout. We also run weekly
Zoom calls (generally two sessions to accommodate multiple time zones) to ask questions,
share real-life experiences and underscore critical points. You also get a chance to develop and
pitch a cyber strategy, sharpening your executive communication and persuasion skills.

Register Now

https://cyberleadershipinstitute.com/clp-payment-options-15/
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WHAT YOU’LL LEARN

Week 3: Leading an Enterprise-Wide Cyber Risk Aware Culture

Learn how to rollout risk-based and effective cyber cultural transformation programs and embed cyber
risk management into all strategic and operational processes.

Week 4: Building and Leading a World-Class Cyber Function

Explore different functional designs to build high-performing cybersecurity teams. Fast-track change by
carefully selecting capabilities that can be delivered at scale, lower cost, and higher quality by
outsourced providers.

Week 2: Developing a High-Value Cyber Resilience Strategy

Through practical application and expert mentorship, learn how to develop a business-centered cyber
resilience strategy, accelerate budget approvals, and quickly deliver impact.

Week 6: Embedding Agile Cyber Governance

Establish a strong tone at the top by establishing a highly-engaged enterprise-wide cyber risk
management committee. Rollout a multi-faceted and efficient cyber risk assurance program to uncover
key gaps and adapt your strategy accordingly. Implement insightful, data-driven and business-centred
cyber key risk indicators.

Week 5: Stakeholder Management

Use a disciplined process to win the support of key decision makers, turn detractors into supporters,
and project executive confidence. Simplify complex matters in business language and leave lasting
impressions through exceptional board presentations.

Week 7: Cyber Crisis Response

Design a robust cyber crisis management plan to reduce the impact of the most plausible cyber breach
scenarios. Through a simulated crisis response, know how to make time-critical decisions and manage a
complex web of stakeholders such as media, customers, regulators, boards, threat responders, and
insurance providers.

Week 8: Maximize Your Impact and Influence as a Leader

Master the pillars of cyber leadership performance to strengthen team dynamics and boost
performance. Discover the power of executive coaching to sharpen your skills further and take your
career to the next level.

The advanced program dives deeply into each of the following eight
strategic cyber leadership domains

Week 1: The Role of a CISO / Cyber Leader

Master proven strategies to land and ace CISO interviews, craft a compelling CISO first 100-day plan,
quickly build momentum, and earn the respect of fellow executives and the board.

Register Now

https://cyberleadershipinstitute.com/clp-payment-options-15/
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WHAT ARE THE ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Mentorship
Access to the coaching team 

plus external executive mentors 
around the world for 1:1 sessions

Reference Book
The Five Anchors of Cyber 
Resilience by Phil Zongo–

Amazon Best Seller

Resource Library
Access to premium content, cyber risk 

practice aids, templates, guides, 
methodologies, tools, and playbooks

Cyber Leadership Hub
Premium membership to the Cyber 
Leadership Hub—an online digital 
platform and thriving global community

12 Months Access
Following the completion of the 
Cyber Leadership Program, 
retain 12 months of continual 
access to the course materials

Online Activity Forum
Weekly Q&A calls to review 
strategies and get advice

Successfully complete the Cyber Leadership Program to 
gain free access to the Cyber Strategy and Transformation 
Program (CSTP) for you and a nominated colleague. 
Building on the principals of the CLP, the CSTP will help you 
execute your cyber resilience strategy and deliver your 
cyber transformation program successfully.

WHAT YOU’LL RECEIVE

We have partnered with Credly’s Acclaim platform to
provide you with a verifiable digital badge upon completing
the CLP. You can include your CLP badge in e-mail
signatures, resume or social media profiles. The badge
contains verified metadata that describes the rigorous
process required to earn the qualification.

Over the course of the eight weeks, you will develop a
comprehensive cybersecurity strategy with expert mentorship.
The winner receives a scholarship to Leadership
Communication with Impact online program, valued at
EUR1,500, to further sharpen their executive communication
and persuasion skills.

Register Now

https://www.amazon.com/Five-Anchors-Cyber-Resilience-Enterprises/dp/0648007847
https://www.amazon.com/Five-Anchors-Cyber-Resilience-Enterprises/dp/0648007847
https://www.youracclaim.com/
https://www.insead.edu/executive-education/open-online-programmes/leadership-communication-impact
https://www.insead.edu/executive-education/open-online-programmes/leadership-communication-impact
https://cyberleadershipinstitute.com/clp-payment-options-15/
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Level 33 Australia Square
264 George St

Sydney NSW 2000 Australia

contact@cyberleadershipinstitute.com

CYBER LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
Become a world-class cyber executive

Register Now

About the Cyber Leadership Institute
Our mission is to empower cyber leaders to embrace the
technological revolution and improve the way we all live, work,
and interact.

Our purpose is to give business leaders the skills to confidently
lead their organizations in the digital economy. We strive to:

1. Develop cyber leaders who build resilience into business
strategy.

2. Empower business leaders to develop sustainable cyber
strategies.

3. Inspire leaders to work together to secure our digital world.

Watch Preview

mailto:contact@cyberleadershipinstitute.com
https://cyberleadershipinstitute.com/clp-payment-options-15/
https://cyberleadershipinstitute.com/clp-payment-options-15/
https://cyberleadershipinstitute.com/courses/cyber-leadership-program-preview/modules/cyber-leadership-program-overview/
https://cyberleadershipinstitute.com/courses/cyber-leadership-program-preview/modules/cyber-leadership-program-overview/
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